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Abstract
In this paper, we sketch and illustrate the structuring concepts of the graph- and
rule-centered modeling language grace, including transformation units, formal pa-
rameter units, transformation modules, and their composition to modular systems.
1 Introduction
Potentially, graph transformation constitutes a rule-based framework for mod-
eling information-processing systems the states and data structures of which
are suitably represented by graphs. The three volumes of the Handbook on
Graph Grammars and Computing by Graph Transformation [18,4,5] provide
some evidence of this fact. However, graph transformation is neither gener-
ally known nor regularly and frequently used in a wide range of applications.
To enhance the visibility and usefulness of graph transformation, a group of
researchers from Berlin, Bremen, Erlangen, Munich, Oldenburg, and Pader-
born started some years ago to develop the graph- and rule-centered modeling
language grace (see [1,2,10,12,13,14,15,17,19]). The main ideas and aims of
grace are the following.

Approach independence: Users can choose their favorite kinds of graphs,
rules, rule applications, etc. according to their needs and tastes. This is
achieved { at least in theory { by a generic notion of graph transformation
approaches.

Structuring : To support the development of large graph transformation sys-
tems from small and reusable components, some structuring concepts are
?
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Fig. 1. Reductions modeled in the running example
oered including transformation units, formal parameter units, transforma-
tion modules, and module composition.

Formal semantics: The semantics of all concepts is formally dened based
on the binary relations on graphs that are given by rule applications. While
a transformation unit computes a single relation on graphs, a formal pa-
rameter unit describes a class of relations in a loose way. And since a
transformation module encapsulates a group of transformations and formal
parameter units, it derives its meaning from its member units.

Verication: Because the semantics is founded on the iteration of sequential
compositions of rule applications, an induction principle is available to prove
properties of modeled relations on graphs. This is the key for a future
verication and explanation tool.

Visualization and animation: A graphical interface is planned for editing
and evaluating transformation units and modules. In this way, modular
graph transformation systems modeled in grace will be visualized and
animated (see GRACEland by Martin Faust [7] for a very rst prototype).
In this paper, we sketch the ideas and aims of grace with respect to the
rst three points. To illustrate the discussed concepts, we present a running
example that is inspired by the notion of reductions of NP problems. Explic-
itly, we consider the NP-complete problems HC , HP , and HP
special
. The rst
is a test for a Hamiltonian cycle (i.e., a cycle visiting each node exactly once),
the second is the respective test for a Hamiltonian path, and the third is a test
for a Hamiltonian path between two distinguished nodes A and B. It is well
known that HP can be reduced to HP
special
and this to HC using polynomial
transformations, which are called add-A&B resp. bridge in Figure 1.
We model HC , add-A&B and bridge as transformation units, and use the
latter two to build up two transformation modules. Then the diagram in
Figure 1 is obtained by module composition. Although the example is very
small, it may give a avor of structured modeling with grace.
2 Graph transformation approaches
Graphs are quite generic structures which are used in dozens of variants, types,
and modes. Accordingly, one encounters quite a spectrum of competing graph
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transformation approaches in the literature. Because the structuring concepts
of grace apply to most (if not all) of them in the same way, we consider graph
transformation as a uniform and approach-independent framework. This is
achieved by the abstract and kind of axiomatic notion of a graph transforma-
tion approach that can be instantiated however it may be appropriate.
A graph transformation approach provides a class of graphs, a class of
rules, and a rule application operator specifying how a graph is directly de-
rived from a graph by applying a rule. Since a rule denes a binary relation
on graphs, a set of rules species a derivation relation as the reexive and
transitive closure of the union of the rule application relations. Moreover, a
graph transformation approach provides means to restrict the nondeterminism
of rule applications and their iteration.
Formally, a graph transformation approach consists of a class G of graphs,
a class R of rules, a rule application operator ) yielding a binary relation
)
r
 G  G for every r 2 R, a class E of graph class expressions such
that every e 2 E species a subclass SEM (e)  G, and a class C of control
conditions such that each c 2 C species a binary relation SEM (c)  G  G.
Examples for graph classes are labeled directed graphs, hypergraphs, trees,
forests, nite automata, Petri nets, etc. Rule classes may vary from the more
restrictive ones, like edge or node replacement, to the more general ones, like
double-pushout rules, single-pushout rules, or progres rules. In general, the
rule application operator ) describes how the rules in R are applied to the
graphs in G. Control conditions are used to regulate the derivation process.
They determine, for example, the order in which rules may be applied (see
e.g. [16]). The aim of graph class expressions is to restrict the set of graphs to
which certain rules may be applied or to lter out a subset of all the graphs
that can be derived by a set of rules. Typically, a graph class expression
may be some logic formula describing a graph property like connectivity, or
acyclicity, or the occurrence or absence of certain node or edge labels.
In the running example, undirected graphs are used where every node may
carry an arbitrary number of ags. For instance, the node in the graph
A
0
has two ags labeled A and 0, respectively. The type of rules used in the
example is rather intuitive: a rule consists of a left- and a right-hand side
graph, and its application means replacing an occurrence of the left-hand side
graph with the right-hand side one. One can e.g. add a node (with a ag), add
an edge, or remove a ag. Regular expressions are used as control conditions,
and the meaning of a graph class expression is explained where it is used.
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3 Transformation units
Transformation units are the main syntactic entities of grace that allow to
specify binary relations on graphs. They consist of rules, input, output and
control conditions as well as of import components. Semantically, a trans-
formation unit imports binary relations on graphs which are interleaved with
the rule applications such that input, output, and control conditions are satis-
ed. In this way, a transformation unit encapsulates a computational process.
Since it species a binary relation on graphs, it can be imported by other
transformation units so that the concept supports structuring in a simple, but
eective way.
Let A = (G;R;); E ; C) be a graph transformation approach. A transfor-
mation unit (over A) is a system tu = (I ;U ;R;C ;T ) where I and T are
graph class expressions, U is a set of identiers, R is a set of rules, and C is a
control condition. The elements of SEM (I ) are called initial graphs, and the
elements of SEM (T ) terminal graphs respectively. U is the import component
of tu which is also called use component.
Let SEM (t)  G  G be some binary relation on graphs for each t 2 U
and SEM (U ) the union of these relations. Then the interleaving semantics
SEM (tu) of tu is dened by ()
R
[ SEM (U ))

\SEM (I )SEM (T )\SEM (C );
i.e., initial and terminal graphs are related by interleaving rule applications
and calls of imported relations while the control condition is satised.
As illustrating examples, we present four transformation units. The rst
two, bridge and add-0-ags, have an empty use component and no control
conditions. A&B-agged and unagged are constant graph class expressions,
bridge
initial: A&B-agged
rules: r:
A B
 !
terminal: unagged
add-0-ags
initial: unagged
rules: r:  !
0
terminal: all-0-agged
the latter specifying all graphs without ags and the former all graphs with a
unique A-agged node, a dierent unique B-agged node and no further ags.
Given such an initial graph, the only rule can be applied once, removing the
A- and the B-ags and building a bridge between the two distinguished nodes.
Applying the only rule of add-0-ags, 0-ags can be added as many times as
one likes, but only graphs where each node has a unique 0-ag are accepted as
terminal graphs, as the constant graph class expression all-0-agged requires.
The control condition of the unit add-A&B states that rst the imported
unit add-0-ags is called, which takes an arbitrary unagged graph and adds
a 0-ag to each node. Then the rule r
1
is applied once, adding a new A-
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add-A&B
uses: add-0-ags
rules: r
1
: ;  !
A
r
2
:
A
0
 !
A
1
r
3
: ;  !
B
r
4
:
B
1
 !
B
conds: add-0-ags ; r
1
; r

2
; r
3
; r

4
terminal: not-0j1-agged
agged node. Afterwards the rule r
2
can be applied arbitrarily often. This
connects the A-agged nodes with the 0-agged nodes while the ag changes
from 0 to 1 at the same time. Then r
3
must be applied, adding a new B-
agged node. Finally r
4
can be applied as long as one likes. The graph class
expression not-0j1-agged forbids graphs with 0- or 1-ags so that only graphs
are terminal where all original nodes are connected with the two new nodes.
Finally, the unit HC searches for a Hamiltonian cycle in each of its initial
graphs. The imported unit adds 0-ags to an unagged graph, and the rules
HC
uses: add-0-ags
rules: r
1
:
0
 !
start
r
2
:
start
0
 !
start
run
r
3
:
run
0
 !
run
r
4
:
run
start
 !
conds: add-0-ags ; r
1
; r
2
; r

3
; r
4
terminal: unagged
change and remove ags. As the terminal graphs are required to be unagged,
elements of the semantic relation of HC are pairs of identical graphs (G;G).
Starting with such a G, add-0-ags adds a 0-ag to each node. One of these
is changed into start by r
1
, and the ag of a neighbor node is changed into
run by r
2
. Then r
3
is repeated where the run-ag walks through the graph
along edges and consumes 0-ags. Eventually, r
4
is applied which closes a
cycle and consumes run and start . If no 0-ag is left, this cycle visits each
node of G exactly once, which implies that G is Hamiltonian. If a graph is
not Hamiltonian, one cannot remove all 0-ags by means of the rules. Hence
one can consider HC as a test for Hamiltonian graphs.
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4 Formal parameter units
The semantic relations of transformation units are uniquely determined, de-
pending on the semantics of the used units. In other words, the interleaving
semantics is of a functional nature, meaning that all components of a trans-
formation unit must be completely dened. However, in intermediate stages
of development one may prefer to leave parts of a specication incomplete, or
some constructions may work for a variety of transformation units so that it
may be worthwhile to leave parts of a specication variable. Both can be ac-
complished by the notion of formal parameter units. A formal parameter unit
denes a class of relations on graphs. By assigning a transformation unit to a
formal parameter unit, a specic relation out of the (perhaps many) possible
ones can be chosen.
A formal parameter unit consists of a name FORMAL and a require-
ment REQ , written FORMAL = REQ , such that REQ has a loose graph
transformation semantics LOOSE (REQ), which is a class of binary rela-
tions on graphs. A transformation unit tu satises the requirement REQ
if SEM (tu) 2 LOOSE(REQ). Moreover, another formal parameter unit
FORMAL
0
= REQ
0
satises REQ if LOOSE (REQ
0
)  LOOSE (REQ).
There are at least two signicant kinds of requirements which provide
useful formal parameter units. Firstly, one may restrict the class of all binary
relations on graphs by global requirements on relations like totality, injectivity,
surjectivity, functionality, etc. As a default requirement one may use none,
meaning that no restriction is imposed and the formal parameter unit is a
placeholder for any actual unit. Secondly, the requirement may consist of a
pair (C
1
; C
2
) of two specications of binary relations SEM (C
1
) and SEM (C
2
)
on graphs, which serve as lower and upper bounds, i.e., LOOSE((C
1
; C
2
))
contains all relations R such that SEM (C
1
)  R  SEM (C
2
).
Typical ways to specify binary relations on graphs are pairs I  T of
(initial and terminal) graph class expressions describing the input/output
relation SEM (I )SEM (T ). Another possibility is the use of logical formulas,
especially monadic second-order formulas, which describe binary relations on
graphs using quantication over nodes, edges, sets of nodes, sets of edges,
membership, inclusion, and the usual boolean connectives. Of course, the
lower and upper bound relations may also be specied as transformation units.
A further, more concrete example of a formal parameter unit is
A&B-agged-initials = initial is A&B-agged :
A binary relation on graphs satises the requirement for A&B-agged-initials
if the projection onto the rst component is a subset of SEM (A&B-agged)
where A&B-agged is the graph class expression introduced in the previous
section. In the same way, the parameter unit
unagged-initials = initial is unagged
6
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admits as loose semantics all relations where the projections onto the rst
component are subsets of SEM (unagged). For example, HC relates unagged
graphs such that SEM (HC ) 2 LOOSE (unagged-initials). Both examples are
special cases of the lower and upper bounds type of formal parameters, with
the empty relation as lower bound.
5 Transformation modules
Although the concept of transformation units allows the use of other units,
every unit species a single binary relation on graphs. However, it is often
desirable to group several relations which logically belong together. This leads
to the notion of graph transformation modules, modules that have import and
export interfaces and which can provide more than one binary relation, i.e.,
they oer sets of relations to be used by others.
In this section, the notion of a transformation module is introduced as an
encapsulation of a set of transformation units. A unit of a module may be
dened by the use of other units of the module, it may be imported if the
unit is known in the environment, or it may be a formal parameter which is
loosely specied and may be instantiated later. Those units which are publicly
available belong to the export interface of a module.
If one restricts the consideration to modules with a hierarchical, acyclic use
structure of their units, the semantics of modules can be directly derived from
the interleaving semantics of transformation units. The semantics associates
a semantic relation with each unit of the module depending on the formal
parameters.
A transformation module MOD consists of an import interface IMPORT ,
a formal parameter PAR, a body BODY , and an export interface EXPORT .
IMPORT is a set of identiers refering to units known in the environment,
PAR is a set of formal parameter units, BODY is a set of transformation units
dened by the module, and EXPORT is a subset of BODY [IMPORT [PAR
providing those units of the module which are publicly available. Moreover,
every body unit is assumed to use only units of BODY , IMPORT , and PAR.
Note that in contrast to the formal parameters which specify a set of
binary relations on graphs, the import part consists of names of fully specied
transformation units which are available in the environment of the module. In
practice, the imported items could be provided by the export parts of other
transformation modules, e.g. as in Modula-2.
The latter condition of the denition of transformation modules allows the
description of the use structure of a module as a directed graph with (the
identiers of) the units of BODY , IMPORT , and PAR as nodes and with
an edge from v to v
0
whenever v
0
uses v. In the following, we restrict our
consideration to modules with acyclic use structures because { in this case {
the semantics of a module can be dened along its use structure.
Initially, the semantic relations of the imported units are given and, for
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each of the formal parameter units, one relation of its loose semantics is cho-
sen. Then the following procedure is repeated: A unit gets its interleaving
semantics if all used units are already provided with semantic relations. The
number of steps is bounded by the length of the longest path in the use struc-
ture. In particular, every exported unit denes a semantic relation depending
on the choice of the actual parameters.
If the formal parameter is empty, the semantics of a module is uniquely
determined as a semantic relation for each export unit. Such modules are
called fully specied. If one wants to transform a module with a non-empty
formal parameter into a fully specied one, the formal parameter units may
be instantiated with exported units of other modules. This kind of module
composition is discussed in detail in the next section.
In the following two examples of modules, the exported unit composes
sequentially the unique imported unit with the unique parameter unit.
reduction-1
import: add-A&B
param: A&B-agged-initials
body: reduced-1
conds: add-A&B ;
A&B-agged-initials
export: reduced-1
reduction-2
import: bridge
param: unagged-initials
body: reduced-2
conds: bridge;
unagged-initials
export: reduced-2
Moreover, note that each transformation unit can be considered as a trans-
formation module if one takes the use component as import and the unit itself
as body and export.
More information about the semantics of a network of transformation units
underlying a module with and without cyclic use structure can be found in
[14,15].
6 Module composition
The composition of modules, which is similar to the partial composition of
module specications in the sense of [6], yields a composite module by joining
the components of the modules and replacing the formal parameter unit by
the corresponding actual unit wherever the formal parameter occurs in the
body.
The composition of modules turns out to be associative. As a nice conse-
quence, a module system can be represented in a graphical way with elemen-
tary modules as nodes and instantiations of some formal parameter units of
8
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one module with some export units of another module as an edge. Such a mod-
ule structure denes a module by means of module composition if no formal
parameter unit is instantiated twice and the module structure is acyclic.
Let MOD and MOD
0
be two modules and let a be a partial assignment
mapping some formal parameter units of MOD to export units of MOD
0
such
that for every formal parameter unit par in the domain dom(a) of a, the ex-
ported unit a(par) satises the requirement of par . Then the composition of
MOD and MOD
0
through a is denoted by MOD
a
!MOD
0
and yields the mod-
ule with the import interface IMPORT [ IMPORT
0
, the formal parameter
(PAR r dom(a)) [ PAR
0
, the body inst
a
(BODY ) [ BODY
0
, and the export
interface inst
a
(EXPORT ) [ EXPORT
0
. In addition to taking the union in
all components, the composition removes the domain of denition of the par-
tial assignment a from the formal parameter, denoted by PARr dom(a), and
replaces all occurrences of units of dom(a) in BODY and EXPORT by the
corresponding units, denoted by inst
a
(BODY ) and inst
a
(EXPORT ), respec-
tively. An interesting special case of the composition is given by the totally
undened assignment. In this case, composition is just componentwise union.
The aim of composition is to instantiate formal parameter units with ac-
tual ones such that, by a sequence of compositions, a given module with
a non-empty formal parameter is transformed into a fully specied module.
To achieve this, each formal parameter unit must be instantiated eventu-
ally. The results of instantiation depend only on the choice of the actual
parameter, but not on the order of instantiations. This follows from the
observation that the composition of modules is associative, i.e., successive
composition may be done in any order with the same result. More formally, if
(MOD
a
!MOD
0
)
a
0
!MOD
00
is dened, then there are assignments b and b
0
such
that MOD
b
!(MOD
0
b
0
!MOD
00
) is dened and equals the former composition.
The converse holds as well. In both compositions, the same formal parameter
units are assigned to the same exported units, i.e., a equals b on dom(a), a
0
equals b
0
on dom(b
0
) and a
0
equals b on formal parameter units of MOD which
are instantiated with exported units of MOD
00
. If the latter assignment is de-
noted by a
00
, the compositions above are uniquely represented in the following
graphical way:
MOD
MOD
0
MOD
00
a
00
a
a
0
This observation has a nice consequence. A graph transformation system
may be specied in a graphical form as a network of modules with partial
assignments as edges. If the network is acyclic and no formal parameter unit
is instantiated more than once, it can be transformed into a transformation
module by composition, which provides a formal semantics for the network.
The export interface of a sequence of compositions is the union of all export
interfaces of the involved modules, up to some renaming. This is useful if the
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exported units shall be available as actual parameters, but in the end it may
be desirable to hide some of them. This may be achieved by another module-
building operation accompanying the composition: an export restriction which
allows the restriction of the export interface of a module to a subset.
As shown above, the transformation unit HC relates unagged graphs and
satises therefore the requirement of unagged-initials. Hence, the composi-
tion reduction-2
a
!HC of reduction-2 and HC (which is constructed from
the unit HC as described at the end of Section 5) is dened using the instan-
tiation a with a(unagged-initials) = HC , and yields the following transfor-
mation module.
reduction-2
a
!HC
import: bridge, add-0-ags
body: HC , inst
a
(reduced-2 )
export: HC , inst
a
(reduced-2 )
One can easily prove that the composition of the transformation specied
by bridge with the Hamiltonian-graph test is a test for the existence of a
Hamiltonian path from the A-agged node to the B-agged node of each
initial graph. Because of this, we rename inst
a
(reduced-2 ) into HP
special
and
reduction-2
a
!HC into reduction-of-HP
special
-to-HC.
As bridge transforms graphs in SEM (A&B-agged) into unagged ones,
the projection onto the rst components of the semantic relation of HP
special
satises the requirement of A&B-agged-initials. Hence, using the instantia-
tion b with b(A&B-agged-initials) = HP
special
, the composition of reduction-1
and reduction-of-HP
special
-to-HC is dened, and yields the following mod-
ule.
reduction-1
b
! reduction-of-HP
special
-to-HC
import: add-A&B , bridge, add-0-ags
body: HC , HP
special
, inst
b
(reduced-1 )
export: HC , HP
special
, inst
b
(reduced-1 )
As one can easily show, the composition of add-A&B and HP
special
yields
a test for the existence of a Hamiltonian path in G. Hence one may rename
inst
b
(reduced-1 ) by HP and the whole module by reductions-of-HP-to-
HP
special
-to-HC. Note that this module corresponds to the situation dis-
played in Figure 1. Moreover, by the associativity of module composition one
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gets the same result if rst the modules reduction-1 and reduction-2 are
composed and the resulting module is then instantiated by HC .
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have briey outlined and illustrated the structuring con-
cepts of grace. In the literature, one encounters some further structuring
principles for graph transformation systems (see [3,8,9,11,20,21]), which are
compared with the grace concepts in [2] (see also [9]). While the interleaving
semantics of (networks of) transformation units and { therefore { of simple
transformation modules is already studied in some detail, future research will
have to shed more light on the signicance of the grace approach as a whole:
(i) Instantiation and composition of transformation modules need a thorough
investigation beyond the very rst considerations sketched above.
(ii) Whereas all illustrating examples are very small so far, case studies are
necessary to demonstrate the usefulness of the concepts for modeling large
systems.
(iii) A very interesting problem is how the structured modeling can support
verication on one hand and visualization and animation on the other.
The research on these and other topics may benet from the implementa-
tion of experimental tools that allow one to play around with the features of
grace and to see what happens, as GRACEland as the very rst attempt
in this direction indicates. All in all, there is much ahead in modeling graph
transformation systems. Let us do it with grace.
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